Customer Case Study Tooling

Facts
Challenge
Cost-optimised production
of mould inserts for
injection-moulded tools in
serial production.
Solution
Replacement of hybrids with
mould inserts produced by a
fully additive and considerably
more time-and-cost-efficient
process, using an EOSINT M 280.
Results
•	High-precision: Entire
production of inserts using
laser sintering technology
•	Time-saving: Production
time reduced by four weeks
•	Economic: Component realisation now 25 % more efficient
•	Fast: Final mechanical processing stage now consists
solely of smoothing

Tool insert and injection-moulding component: Thanks to conformal cooling the cycle time
was reduced and the quality of the housing part improved (Source: LBC, FWB)

Plastic Manufacturer FWB Achieves
Major Savings in Production Time and
Cost Using Additive Manufacturing

Powerful EOSINT M 280 supersedes hybrid solution
of the tool insert
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(Source: LBC)
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